PRE-SCHOOL
‘Freedom in Mind, Faith in Words, Pride in our Hearts, Memories in our Souls.’

Let’s salute the Nation on Republic Day like our children of Pre School did.
They enjoyed tri-coloured fingerprinting on the flag. Children were taken
on a virtual tour of the Republic Day Parade. They enjoyed watching the
parade and were also able to learn new words like salute, parade, hoisting
the flag, etc. To emphasize the importance of this festival, we conducted
Finger printing on the National flag and ‘Show n Tell’ activity of our
National symbols. Students not only learnt about our National symbols but
also gained confidence in speaking fluently.

CLASSES: I-III
An assembly, celebrating India’s 72nd Republic Day, was organized with
great enthusiasm and patriotic fervor on January 22, 2021, for classes
1,2 and 3. Keeping the spirit of patriotism alive and remembering the
valuable contributions made by our leaders, the assembly began with the
objective of instilling patriotism and values of being a good citizen. The
students were dressed in tri-coloured clothes. Students of Classes 1and 2
made tri-colour snacks and sandwiches. Students of class 3 made beautiful
origami tri-colour badges. The children emphasized the significant role of
the Constitution of India. They also utilized the assembly as a wonderful
occasion to reaffirm their commitment towards unity in diversity,
fraternity and equality among all the citizens. The students also watched
the glimpses of the parade through a virtual tour.

CLASSES IV-V
The 72nd Republic Day of India was celebrated by the students of Classes
IV-V on 23 January 2021. A special assembly was conducted to
commemorate this auspicious occasion. The students took immense pride in
glorifying and celebrating the spirit of patriotism that developed in them a
sense of belongingness towards their country. The assembly commenced
with a melodious presentation of the patriotic song "Vande Mataram". A
short video was also shown to the students on the significance of Republic
Day and how the year 1950 had a huge impact on India's Constitution. The
video highlighted the rich cultural and political diversity of our country's
longest-ever constitution stating our country the Democratic Republic. The
students of class5 displayed their creativity by making posters on the
theme of Republic Day whereas the students of class4 made a beautiful
Tri-colour pinwheel to showcase their talent. The assembly ended at the
beats of our National Anthem ‘Jana Gana Mana’.

CLASSES VI-VIII
India is soon going to celebrate its 72nd Republic Day on 26 January 2021,
to mark the first revolution against the British regime. On this day India
Constitution was adopted in 1950 after attaining the independence on 15
August 1947. On this day, the entire country is laced in tricolours to
convey that India is a nation where 'Unity in Diversity' is celebrated. The
students of classes VI -VIII celebrated Republic Dy on 23 January 2021.
The assembly commenced with a special prayer (Shabad). Students made
Republic Day cards and ‘rangoli’. They also dressed up as freedom fighters
like Bhagat Singh, Sarojini Naidu,Rani Lakshmi Bai, Jawahar Lal Nehru etc.
and spoke a few lines about the sacrifices of these great leaders. The
history and significance of the Republic Day was discussed, and related
videos were shown to inculcate a feeling of patriotism. The children
participated with great enthusiasm and enjoyed the assembly.

